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India must focus on growth, not worry
about inflation: Joseph E Stiglitz
By ET Bureau | Jul 07, 2016, 06.44 AM IST
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BENGALURU: Nobel laureate and
Professor of Economics at Columbia
University Joseph E Stiglitz on Wednesday
suggested that Indian policymakers would
do well to pay attention to growing India's
economy rather than "getting overly
obsessed about inflation."
Stiglitz insisted that excessive focus on
taming inflation would hurt growth, and lead
to higher unemployment levels, and lead to Stiglitz insisted that excessive focus on taming inflation would
hurt growth, and lead to higher unemployment levels, and lead
more inequality. An author of several path
to more inequality.
breaking papers on inequality, Stiglitz was
in Bengaluru along with Branko Milanovic at
the invitation of Azim Premji University to speak on global inequality.
The focus, he said in a brief media interaction, should be on growing India's economy
rapidly. "That means not getting overly obsessed about inflation." The second aspect
India should focus on to fight inequality is to strengthen and expand Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS).
He called it the single most innovative programme from India which is also a lesson for
whole world. Stiglitz was critical of the way India handled the JNU issue and its
crackdown on NGOs. He said it was a matter of concern that NGOs are being subjected
to conditions that make it difficult for them to function.
He mentioned that India's image took a beating in the international community for the way
it caused difficulty for students in JNU. This kind of governmental action, he said, would
put India in a small group of countries — countries that are authoritarian in nature. Such
handling of the situation, Stiglitz warned, could have very dangerous effect on foreign
investors. These two events, he said, have had a strong effect on public opinion abroad.
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"Most people in India do not want to be in that club of the (authoritarian) countries," he
said, and if the international perception is wrong, than it is important for India to do a
better job of explaining, and if it is right, then it must avoid such events, he said.
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